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Bill Tompkins was embedded in the world of secrecy as a teenager, when the Navy took his

personal ship models out of a Hollywood department store because they showed the classified

locations of the radars and gun emplacements. He was personally present at the â€œBattle of

L.A.â€• when a thousand rounds of ammo were fired at UFOs, and one of the Nordic craft may have

selected him to be their rep in the evolving aerospace race. This book is a partial autobiography

about his life to the beginning of the 1970s including some of his early work for TRW. Selected by

the Navy prior to completing high school to be authorized for research work, he regularly visited

classified Naval facilities during WWII until he was discharged in 1946. After working at North

American Aviation and Northrop, he was hired by Douglas Aircraft Company in 1950, and when they

found out about his involvement in classified work, was given a job as a to create design solutions

as a draftsman with a peripheral assignment to work in a â€œthink tankâ€•. This work was partly

controlled by the Navy personnel who used to work for James Forrestal, who was allegedly

assassinated because he was going to publicly reveal what he knew about UFOs. Bill Tompkins

was asked to conceive sketches of mile-long Naval interplanetary craft designs. Later, as he

became involved in the conventional aspects of the Saturn Program that later became the Apollo

launch vehicle, his insight to system engineering resulted in his offering some critical suggestions

personally to Dr. Wernher von Braun about ensuring more reliable checkout using the missiles in

their vertical position and also some very efficient launch control concepts adopted by both NASA

and the Air Force. This story is peppered with very personal interactions with his co-workers and

secretaries, some of whom the author believes to be Nordic aliens helping the â€œgood guysâ€•

here on Earth. Towards the end of this volume of his autobiography, he sketches what he

personally saw on TV when Armstrong was landing on the moon. Born in May 1923, Bill Tompkins

is one of the few survivors of the â€œbig warâ€• who is still healthy, married to the same girl Mary,

and is willing to tell his story about what he really did during his aerospace life in the 40s, 50s and

60s that relate to aliens, NASA and secrets that now can be told.
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I am 82 years old. At least one scientist mentioned in the book is known by me. I have been

involved in the UFO field for many many years.After WWII a number of Douglass Aircraft people

were part of a Boy Scout Troop in Brentwood California, only a few miles from Douglass Aircraft in

Santa Monica. I remember my father telling me of one of the scientists being involved in very secret

work at Douglass. My father was also friends with Don Douglass jr. .In addition a close relative

worked for a major NASA facility. I can tell you for a fact the sex activity was rampant during that

part of the space program period. There are stories about this NASA facility which are very well

known to those who follow the UFO field. I find the inclusion of the sexual side of the story disturbing

to read in print but it was a fact and is part of history.In my humble opinion the information which

Tompkins addresses in his book are true and accurate based on my experience and involvement in

the UFO field. The U.S. is so much farther ahead in science and space than anyone can imagine.

Please rememberer the statement of Ben Rich head of the Skunk Works for Lockheed, " We can do

anything you can imagine. We can take E.T. home." Think of that.

Whistle-blower=hero! Great disclosure of multiple aerospace black projects for truth movement.

Now the whistle-blowers of the SSP like Corey Goode and Randy Cramer, Michael Relfe have more

information in their camp to substantiate their claims by this disclosure. Tompkins' Think Tank

designs and plans explain places thousands have dwelled and worked on Mars and in the solar

system. Someone should do a round-table interview and post on Youtube with William Mills

Tompkins & Randy Cramer, who lived at Forward station Zebra (Horseshoe design) quite far from

Aries Prime and discuss the Naval Base city living and day to day living, command centers and

technologies and the classes of Naval Space ships that Tompkins conceived in his plans! Would be

so interesting and appreciated!May Surprise readers: Nazi syndicates still thriveRan across a name

of German friend's Dad in the book. He was a Nazi aerospace engineer from Operation Paperclip

post WWII. These are husbands, grandfathers, friends, OUR neighbors. We are in this



together!There are hard to read parts: Key Club...Occult behavior and unhealthy sexuality,

manipulation of the engineers! People who are abducted or vanish! Deals to exchange ET

technology allowing syndicates to abduct humans for DNA. But to heal we must accept these dark

parts of the narrative...The leadership giving up our free will to allow us to be in this master slave

arrangement with the reptilians-enough already. We need to grow up, move on and raise our

consciousness to heal and enter the golden age and be a good galactic neighbor and custodian of

earth.

Deeply troubling to learn about the truth of ET and UFO reality. A highly revealing work, it is

absolutely a 'game changer' in relation to our understanding of this earth-shaking truth. Where has

all of our tax payer dollars gone. . . .? Isn't it about time, we be informed by our government officials

about what we as taxpayers have achieved via development of ET technology. This book is sexually

very explicit and it may detract from the validity of the material, but the ET influence on the human

mind can be measured by these sexually-influenced outcomes of R & D.A very unusual book about

a highly unusual topic, a must read, if you dare.

This book is very significant but hard to read. It is written as first-person narrative of the author's

career as an engineer and sytems designer deep within the black-budget world, and features a lot a

"reconstructed" office conversation. The contents of the story are astounding, but Tompkins is much

more gifted as an engineer than a writer, and the flow of events and speech is disjointed and

contrived. Special jeers must be awarded the editors (there are two) for horrible proofreading and

structuring; missing quotation marks, odd section heads, and poor formatting leaves the reader

disoriented by conversations, and there's little sense of chronology or direction in the story itself.

That said, the story should be read and taken seriously (however weak a writer, Tompkins seems

truthful); it will alter your reality.

I loved this book. I am glad that the USN has authorized Bill to come forward with his story. Just

wish he would include more of his experiences with his lovely secretaries (beautiful blonde

goddesses, intelligent, nordic looking extraterrestrials). God bless America! Thank god for these

ETs to help us counter balance the negative influence of the reptilian looking ETs which have

infiltrated the Nazis/CIA/USAF cabal (see book: the US Navy Secret Space Program by Dr

Salla).It's really refreshing to see the attitude these beautiful human looking ETs have towards us

and their desire to see us succeed with clean energy and life extension technologies. When reading



this book, Charles Hall's book; Millennial Hospitality came to mind, another great book on tall white

ET's who live on underground bases I believe in the Nevada desert, who literally treats us humans

like pets (to the point of putting us down if they get too afraid when approaching us), great job USAF

for aligning with these *$%##@. God bless the Navy! I hope their efforts towards full disclosure

comes to fruition so we may finally become the Star Trek civilization we are destined to be.
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